Drl honda accord

Daytime running lights, or DRL , have been implemented in many places around the world as an
added safety measure for cars. These lights help to make cars more visible in low light
situations and show that the engine is running. Usually, if the DRL light is on, it indicates that
the computer has detected an issue. When you start the engine, the DRL light will come on for a
few seconds or until you release the parking brake. This light should turn off afterwards once
the system verifies that everything is working as intended. Typically, a faulty bulb may be the
culprit, but there are fuses and relays in the circuit that can cause similar issues. Keep in mind
that some systems will leave this warning light on to tell the driver that the lights are on. Even if
the light is warning you of a fault, the car is still pretty safe to drive. You should still have the
warning light investigated by a professional as there could be a worse problem developing. If
your daytime running lights are malfunctioning, one of our certified technicians would be able
to help you diagnose the issue. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is
Warning Light is on Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including
diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with
all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U.
Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Warning Light is on Inspection Cost. Service
Location. Is it safe to drive with the DRL light on? Home Articles. The statements expressed
above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our
terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair.
Related Articles. Recent Warning Light is on Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating
Summary. Jason 15 years of experience. Request Jason. Jason es todo un profesional con
mucho conocimiento en la mecanica, buena persona educado y amigable. Gracias Jason. I was
up and running in no time! Will definitely recommend Him to anyone having issues with cars!!!
Travis 13 years of experience. Request Travis. Unbenoest to me when you change a battery on a
18 yr. Very helpful and very knowledgeable will be using this service again thank you Travis for
everything trumbs up. Nicholas 11 years of experience. Request Nicholas. Excellent
diagnostician. Knowledgeable and caring. Created a desire for him specifically, to do the job.
Hope we get him every time! I was very happy with Nicholas and his knowledge and expertise
about diagnosing the issues with my car. He is honest, reliable and professional. He is now my
Mechanic that I will call on for all my car's needs. I will also recommend him to my friends whom
have been taken advantage of by other car shops as I have been, and are looking for someone
honest , that will not take advantage of them Thank you so much Nicholas for resolving my
issue with my car. I feel relieved and happy with the outcome. Joel 11 years of experience.
Request Joel. Excellent decision to use Your Mechanic. Joel was prompt, extremely
knowledgeable, well prepared and the utmost professional. Need Help With Your Car? Related
articles. A dashboard light is triggered when one Read more. The trunk open warning light
indicates when your trunk is not properly closed. If you are unable to close it, the latch may
need to be fixed. A blinking car warning light can indicate different problems with your car. If
your Check Engine Light flashes without stopping, get it checked out. Related questions
Warning light flashes and then turns off after driving Hello. Every warning light is accompanied
with a definition which can be found in your owners manual. Once we determine which system
is being affected, we can start from there. Warning Lights on The vehicle may be having an
issue where the alternator is not charging, due to a cable connection issue, causing the voltage
to get too low to run these systems. The connections at the battery, body, or main fuse panel
Hey there. The symbol you are describing is for a problem in the transmission. The
transmission can have several issues such as slipping problems, hard shifting, stuck gears, or
internal damage. If you need a diagnosis of the warning light, Browse other content. Schedule
your Warning Light is on Inspection today! Warning Light is on Inspection Price. How can we
help? Read FAQ. The 9th and 10th generation Accord have a strip of LED lights running along
the bottom side of the headlight assemblies which serve a dual purpose. That is, until the entire
strip or half the strip, in some cases goes out for no reason. None of this sounds efficient or
cost-effective. Which is good when you consider some owners have needed to have the same
light replaced multiple times within the warranty period. Some have needed more than one. That
must be costing the company a fortune because I hear those assemblies cost a ton to replace.
As a result, current and former owners and lessees may be forced to keep vehicles that do not
perform as warranted and may ultimately require costly and repeated repairs for which vehicle
owners will pay out-of-pocket. It depends. While there is plenty of debate over their
effectiveness, certain countries have strict DRL laws on the books. There are no DRL laws in the
US, but they do come in handy in states that require lights to be on whenever the windshield
wipers are running. Sales data from GoodCarBadCar. Maybe you've experienced this problem.
Maybe you're concerned you will soon. Whatever the reason, here's a handful of things you can
do to make sure it gets the attention it deserves. Major class action law firms use this data when

researching cases. Their focus is on safety-related issues. They stay on whenever the engine is
running as daytime running lights DLR. They mimic a look that was once reserved for the BMWs
and Audis of the world. OK, Now What? File Your Complaint CarComplaints. Lake Ford helped
make these videos. Daytime running lights, sometimes referred to as DRLs or DTRs, are lights
that switch on automatically when your Honda Accord is turned on and in drive. Since the
daytime running lights are on whenever you are driving your Accord, they are often the first
bulbs to burn out. The video above shows you how to change the daytime running lights in your
Accord. When you change the daytime running light on your Accord, it is important not touch
the glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your fingertips will cause that
part of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. The best
way to fix leaking hoses is to replace them, but if you don't have time, a stop leak product might
work for you. Leaking coolant is usually a sign that your water pump needs to be replaced. This
video shows you how to quickly plug it. Car companies often use the same engines in different
cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst
other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for
your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like
your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Fix leaky hoses. Plug
minor coolant leaks. Proper jumpstart procedure. Learning how to jump your car before you
need to is an excellent idea. Try this cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of
antifreeze, too bad it's toxic! Fix your minor leaks. See all videos for the Honda Accord. We have
a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Rosen Nissan helped make
these videos. Daytime running lights, sometimes referred to as DRLs or DTRs, are lights that
switch on automatically when your Honda Accord is turned on and in drive. Since the daytime
running lights are on whenever you are driving your Accord, they are often the first bulbs to
burn out. The video above shows you how to change the daytime running lights in your Accord.
When you change the daytime running light on your Accord, it is important not touch the glass
part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your fingertips will cause that part of the
bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise
on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. One of the easiest fluids
to top off - learn how to open the hood and where the reservoir is on your car. On many cars,
the high beam bulb runs at reduced power during the day - check 'em and change 'em! Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Add washer fluid. Replace brights. Change your cabin air
filter! Dirty cabin air filter cause undue wear on your car's heater and AC and can cause bad
odors. Checking coolant hoses. Coolant hoses wear out over time and need to be replaced check 'em early and often. See all videos for the Honda Accord. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything Two days ago I noticed the left side LEDs were out.
Now that I have miles on the car I'm out of the manufacturers warranty and am being told
neither of the two separate coverage's I bought for the car cover this as its not a mechanical
failure. I feel like maybe these lights should last more than 2 and a half years. Update from May
17, : Honda came through, I Was informed by Honda America that they were going to warranty
the lights for ten years, unlimited mileage. It was covered under the 36K mile warranty, did not
cost me a penny. Now I have 76K miles on the care and have the HondaCare warranty covered it
all. Maybe its time to find a hungry lawyer and file a class action lawsuit. Fell free to reach out to
me for more details. Long story short, I have had 3 different units in my car and there will be
more on the horizon. This has to be a design flaw!!! This is probably going to be my first and
last car that I will be purchasing from Honda because thinking it would be affordable and
reliable. I bought my Honda Accord Touring brand new off the lot on October 9 The current
mileage is I am disappointed with Honda for making the LED headlights such as big problem
thinking that the LED lights suppose to last for a while. Isn't this suppose to be safety feature
when driving??? It should have the life expectancy to last for many more years instead of a year
and a half. I took it into Stockton Honda dealership and one of the service adviser told me "you

are lucky that you are under the 37, mileage manufacture warranty or else I will be paying
between kk per headlights". I was like I only had the car for a year an a half with a mileage of
23k. Headlights ridiculously expensive. I was trying to avoid paying such cost like this in the
future. I might as well go buy myself a Lexus or Acura instead because paying this amount for
lights especially for an Accord. Honda lost a customer. Toyota here I come reliability and
affordability. After my service guys suggested contacting Honda Customer Service what a joke!
Strange that the dealerships service manager AND carcomplaints. My first and last Honda
purchase. This is ridiculous and unfair! Not even the whole light! Who would accept this
amount? Anyone working for Honda?? Highly doubt it! I get all my service work at the
dealership, regularly. This is a business car for me, so cosmetically it needs to look acceptable.
NOW , 1. Approximately three quarters of the LED strip went out. It is under warranty so I took
to the dealership's service department and they had to special order the entire headlamp to
correct the LED DRL outage. After reading many similar complaints on this website I've
deduced this is a common problem for which Honda should research and take c
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orrective action - including replacements to customers at no cost up to , miles. LED technology
is too progressive for Honda to not stand behind this common failure we are experiencing. If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Honda dealer. Most Common Solutions:
entire headlamp must be replaced 4 reports honda came through 1 reports replace bulb 1
reports Get free help with your lemon! Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Accord problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Honda mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Accord brake problems
Civic transmission failure engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission
complaint paint defect Accord recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

